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We consider the nonlinear rheology of dense colloidal suspensions under a time-dependent simple shear
flow. Starting from the Smoluchowski equation for interacting Brownian particles advected by shearing
(ignoring fluctuations in fluid velocity), we develop a formalism which enables the calculation of time-
dependent, far-from-equilibrium averages. Taking shear stress as an example, we derive exactly a
generalized Green-Kubo relation and an equation of motion for the transient density correlator, involving
a three-time memory function. Mode coupling approximations give a closed constitutive equation yielding
the time-dependent stress for arbitrary shear rate history. We solve this equation numerically for the
special case of a hard sphere glass subject to step strain.
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The constitutive equations of a material relate its stress
tensor ��t� at time t to its flow history, described by a
strain-rate tensor ��t0 < t�. Dense suspensions of colloidal
particles, close to the glass transition, show strongly vis-
coelastic behavior and nonlinear shear response; their con-
stitutive equations must be highly nontrivial [1]. In this
Letter, we report first-principles work aimed at elucidating
these equations theoretically.

Alongside phenomenological treatments (e.g., [2]), sev-
eral approaches to the rheology of glassy materials have
been proposed. The mesoscopic soft glassy rheology
(SGR) model [3] mimics the glass transition by a one-
particle hopping dynamics in a well chosen distribution of
trap depths [4]. While the predictions of SGR are broadly
consistent with experiments on many soft materials [5], it
does not capture the discontinuous jump in yield stress on
glass formation observed in experiments on colloidal sus-
pensions of hard spheres [1]. The same is true of spin glass
approaches which describe a different phenomenology
akin to ‘‘power-law yielding materials’’ [6]. The observed
yield stress is captured, however, by a first-principles ap-
proach to colloid rheology, based on mode coupling theory
(MCT), which has recently been formulated for systems
under steady shear [7]. The MCT has had considerable
semiquantitative success in accounting for the interaction
dependence of the static glass transition [8,9] and the time
dependence of light scattering correlators [10] from micro-
scopic starting points. The MCT also gives sensible pre-
dictions for the viscoelastic spectrum G��!� as measured
in linear rheology [11,12].

In this Letter, we develop a first-principles description of
the far-from-equilibrium states of dense colloids under
prescribed time-dependent shear flow. For a system of
interacting particles advected by the imposed strain rate
�, we begin by developing a formalism which facilitates
the calculation of general time-dependent averages. Using
this formalism, we derive formally exact generalized
Green-Kubo equations, taking the shear stress as an ex-
ample. These expressions can be approximated in terms of

transient two-time density correlators. We find an exact
equation of motion for the correlator which, for the general
strain rate, displays a remarkable three-time structure to
the memory function. Finally, we make an MCT-based
closure of this equation. To show that the theory yields
sensible predictions for strongly time-dependent flows, we
consider step strain as a specific example. Our approach is
valid for all homogeneous and incompressible flows which
satisfy ��t� � ��t� � 0. For clarity of presentation, we fo-
cus on the case of simple shearing with fixed axes (velocity
along x, gradient along y) and an arbitrary time-dependent
strain rate _��t�, so that �ij � _��t��ix�jy.

Our findings highlight the formal importance of ‘‘inte-
gration through transients’’ (ITT) [7] in preparing the best
ground for judicious application of the MCT. Indeed, a
somewhat simpler MCT-inspired approach to colloid
rheology was developed in Refs. [13,14] (an alternative
simplified MCT approach is presented in Ref. [15]), which
for fluid states in steady shear gives broadly similar results
to those of Ref. [7]. However, its recent extension to a
specific time-dependent flow (oscillatory) [14] gives equa-
tions structured quite differently from ours; in particular,
there is no sign of a third time in the memory function,
which we show to be an exact consequence of the
Smoluchowski equation and which is preserved in our
approximations.

We start with a system ofN spherical Brownian particles
of diameter d interacting via internal forces Fi, i �
1; � � � ; N, and dispersed in a solvent with a specified
time-dependent velocity profile v�r; t� � ��t� � r. This ne-
glects velocity fluctuations and, hence, hydrodynamic in-
teractions [7]. This is defensible for systems close to the
glass transition and at low shear rates, where particle
motions are dominated by excluded volume constraints
and individual lubrication contacts are short-lived on the
time scale for structural rearrangement; however, it may
fail as random close packing is approached and/or at higher
shear rates, where, e.g., shear thickening is seen [16]. The
distribution function of particle positions evolves accord-
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ing to the Smoluchowski equation [17,18]

 @t��t� ���t���t�; ��t� �
X
i

@i � �@i�Fi���t� � ri	;

where ��t� is the Smoluchowski operator. We choose
length, energy, and time units such that d � kBT � D0 �
1. Translational invariance of the sheared system leads to a
coupling between a density fluctuation with preadvected
wave vector q�t; t0� � q� q �

R
t
t0 ds��s� at time t0 and

another with wave vector q at later time t. Wave vector
advection is how strain enters our formalism and accounts
for the affine part of the particle motion.

To find the distribution function ��t�, we start from a
system in quiescent equilibrium in the infinite past and
obtain ��t� by following the complete shear history. This
explicitly excludes aging effects arising from nonergodic-
ity in the initial state. Integrating the Smoluchowski equa-
tion, we obtain the formal expression [19]

 ��t� � �e 

Z t

�1
dt0�e Trf��t0��̂ge

R
t

t0
ds�y�s�

� ; (1)

where �̂ is the zero wave vector limit of the potential part
of the stress tensor and �e is the equilibrium distribution
function. The adjoint Smoluchowski operator can be ob-
tained by partial integration and is given by �y�t� �P
i�@i 
 Fi 
 ri � �T�t�	 � @i. The time ordered exponen-

tial e� imposes that later times appear on the right and
arises because the operator ��t� does not commute with
itself at different times. Equation (1) generalizes the ITT
method developed in Ref. [7] and is to be used with the
understanding that functions to be averaged are placed to
the right of the operators and then integrated over particle
coordinates. A general function f of the phase space
coordinates thus has the time-dependent average hfi�t� �
hfi 


R
t
�1 dt

0hTrf��t0��̂gexp��
R
t
t0 ds�

y�s�	fi with re-
spect to the distribution function (1), where h�i indicates
averaging with respect to the equilibrium distribution. By
choosing f � �xy=V [20], we obtain an exact generalized
Green-Kubo relation for the time-dependent shear stress
(in volume V)

 ��t� �
Z t

�1
dt0 _��t0�

�
1

V
h�xye

R
t

t0
ds�y�s�

� �xyi
�
; (2)

where the factor ��	 can be identified formally as
G�t; t0; � _�	�, a time-dependent shear modulus. Replacing
�y�t� with the quiescent-state operator recovers the linear
response. Equation (2) opens a route to calculate ��t� for a
given flow history _��t�. The ITT method based on Eq. (1)
also yields correlators, distorted structure factors, and sus-
ceptibilities, to be detailed elsewhere.

To approximate our formally exact result (2), we now
project onto densities �q �

P
ie
iq�ri and density pairs

(given by the square of the density in real space) [7,8].
This physical approximation amounts to assuming that
these are the only slow variables, sufficient to describe
the relaxation of the local structure in the glassy regime.

The resulting shear stress is given by

 ��t��
Z t

�1
dt0 _��t0�

Z dk
16�3

k2
xkyky�t;t0�

kk�t;t0�

S0kS
0
k�t;t0�

S2
k�t;t0�

�2
k�t;t

0�;

(3)

where �k�t; t
0� is the transient density correlator, which (in

the absence of time translational invariance) is a function
of two times, and S0k � dSk=dk, with Sk the equilibrium
static structure factor. The projection onto density pairs
means that the interparticle forces Fi are fully determined
from Sk and density fluctuations. This MCT-based approxi-
mation is well-tested, although if the equal-time structure
under shear deviates strongly enough from Sk to enter an
anharmonic regime, improvements to it may be needed
[7,21]. In Eq. (3), the term �2

k�t; t
0� can be viewed as the

‘‘survival probability’’ to time t of a stress contribution
created by an initial step strain applied at earlier time t0; the
remaining factor is the stress per unit initial strain. The
transient density correlator required in Eq. (3) is defined as
�q�t; t

0� � h��qexp��
R
t
t0 ds�

y�s�	�q�t;t0�i=�NSq� and is a
key quantity within our approach. Note that it contains
only information on the strain accumulated between the
two correlated times t0 and t and is independent of the
strain history for times earlier than t0.

Equation (3) gives the stress in terms of �k�t; t0�, which
is itself dependent on flow history. Using Zwanzig-Mori-
type projection operator manipulations and applying the
theory of Volterra integral equations, we obtain the follow-
ing formally exact results:
 

@
@t

�q�t; t0� 
 �q�t; t0�
�
�q�t; t0�



Z t

t0
dt0mq�t; t0; t0�

@
@t0

�q�t0; t0�
�
� 0; (4)

 �q�t; t0� � �
1

Sq
h��q�s�t; t0��sqi

�
q2

Sq
� q � �tt0 � q

1
 Sq
Sq


 jq � �tt0 j
2; (5)

 mq�t; t0; t0� �
�h��q�s�t

0; t0�U�t; t
0; t0�Qs�s�t; t0��

s
qi

Sq�q�t
0; t0��q�t; t0�

:

(6)

In the equation of motion (4) for �k�t; t
0�, the initial decay

rate �q�t; t
0� describes Taylor dispersion, which enhances

diffusion in the direction of flow [17]. For our chosen flow
geometry, this can be calculated explicitly as given in
Eq. (5), where �tt0�

R
t
t0
ds��s� is the shear strain accumu-

lated between t0 and t. The memory function mq�t; t0; t0� in
Eq. (4) describes competition between shearing and the
cage effect responsible for slow structural relaxation; strik-
ingly, this is a function of three times, not two. It is useful
to interpret mq�t; t

0; t0� as describing the decay of memory
between times t0 and t, in the presence of shear, allowing
for the coupling to stress in the system that is still relaxing
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from the strain accumulated between t0 and t0. The time t0
enters the theory in a parametric fashion and is quite
distinct in character from the two later times. Equa-
tion (6) for mq involves the propagator U�t; t0; t0� �
exp��

R
t
t0 ds

0Qs�
irr
s �s

0; t0�	, where �irr
s �t; t

0� is the single-
particle-irreducible operator [7,22] and Qs is an equilib-
rium projector orthogonal to density fluctuations. In deriv-
ing these formal results, we introduced �sq � eiq�rs , the
density of a single tagged particle, whose motion is de-
scribed by �s�t; t0� � �iq � ��t� � rs � iq � �tt0 � �2@s 

Fs� 
�y�t� � q � �tt0 � �

T
tt0 � q.

To close Eqs. (4)–(6) for the transient density correlator,
we now make an MCT-based approximation to the average
in Eq. (6). Taking care to preserve the translational invari-
ance of mq�t; t

0; t0�, we obtain
 

mq�t;t
0;t0��

�

16�3

Z
dk
SkSpV

�1�
qkpV

�2�
qkp�k�t;t0��p�t;t0�

Sq�q�t0;t0��q�t;t0�
;

V�1�qkp� ~q � �k̂ck̂
 p̂cp̂
Sq�q̂cq̂�qcq�	;

V�2�qkp�q �
�

kck
pcp
�t0t0 �qSq

�
ck
cp

�
�
2
�cqck
cqcp
ckcp�

��
; (7)

where p � q� k; � � N=V; �cq � 1� 1=Sq. The wave
vectors ~q � q� q � �tt0 and q̂ � q� q � �tt0 contain
shear strains accumulated over different temporal ranges.

Equations (3)–(5) and (7) form a closed set of equations
to predict the shear stress for arbitrary time-dependent
shear flows of the form � � _��t��ix�jy. Other than _��t�,
the only required inputs are the density � and the static
structure factor Sk in the unsheared state. The parametric
nature of t0 is made explicit in the MCT approximation (7),
where all three times enter the vertex functions V�1;2�, but
only t0 and t enter the correlators. For _� � 0, our equations
reduce to those of quiescent MCT [11] and for steady shear
to those of Ref. [7].

In developing nonlinear constitutive equations, it is
helpful to study nonlinear step strain as a benchmark. In
an idealized step-strain experiment, the shear rate is given
by _��t� � ���t� t0�, which provides a demanding test of
any constitutive equation. For step strain, our approximate
Green-Kubo relation (3) reduces to

 ��t� �
Z
dk
�
�

16�3

k2
xkyk

�
y

kk�
S0kS

0
k�

S2
k�

�
���

k�t; t0�	
2; (8)

where t>t0 and k���kx;ky�
1
2�kx;kz�. We have included

an additional superscript on the correlator to make explicit
the strain dependence. The initial decay rate becomes in-
dependent of time, ��q�q2=Sq
qxqy��1
Sq�=�2Sq�

q2
x�2=4, as the time t0 drops out in favor of an explicit �

dependence. A similar reduction occurs for the memory
function, leading us to modify the notation mq�t; t

0; t0� !
m�

q�t; t0�. The memory function (7) becomes

 m�
q�t;t0��

�

16�3

Z
dk
SkSpV

�1�
qkpV

�2�
qkp���0

k �t;t0����0
p �t;t0�

Sq��q��q
;

(9)

with ~q! q�, hatted variables made unhatted, and �tt0 !
��ij �

1
2��ix�jy in the vertex expressions of Eq. (7). The

strain is zero in the two correlators since there is no strain
imposed between t0 and t; these are quiescent MCT corre-
lators. Thus, all of the � dependence in the memory
function stems from the presence of t0 in Eq. (7). In
Eq. (9), the forces represented by the vertices are strain-
dependent but relaxation of the structure is �-independent.
We thus obtain a simplified equation of motion for the
correlators needed in (8). At state points for which quies-
cent MCT predicts a glass, the memory function remains
nonergodic for all values of �. The glasses do not become
fluidized permanently under step strain. The equation of
motion for ��

q�t; t0� is a linear equation in ��
q�t; t0� with

given non-Markovian memory function. Because of the
zero duration of the applied strain, we can make the re-
placements ��

q�t;t0�!��
q�t� t0� and m�

q�t; t0� ! m�
q�t�

t0� without further approximation.
In practice, the presence of anisotropy still poses diffi-

culties for numerical computation; specializing to the case
of hard spheres, we have therefore solved Eq. (8) for the
shear stress ��t� within the isotropic approximation
[7,14,23]. The Sk input is taken from the Percus-Yevick
theory, which yields a glass transition at �MCT �
�d3�=6 � 0:516 with our present numerical discretization
[24]. In Fig. 1, we show the long-time stress ��1� as a
function of strain amplitude � for a state point just above
the MCT glass transition [� � 0:52; for fluid states, we of
course find ��1� � 0]. As � is increased, we first obtain
the expected linear response behavior before entering a
regime of sublinear increase, indicating the onset of plastic
flow. (A regime of linear response persists even at the
critical point� � �c.) For large � values, our calculations
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FIG. 1. The long-time stress ��1� as a function of strain � for
a hard sphere glass just above the MCT glass transition (� �
0:52) following a step strain. The dashed line is the linear
response result, and the solid line is ��1� from the isotropic
approximation [23]. The inset shows the decaying stress as a
function of time following the step.
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yield unphysical negative ��1�. This may reflect a short-
coming of MCT, where for large � use of Sk to proxy the
colloidal interactions becomes questionable. The inset
shows ��t� for various values of �. In contrast to polymer
melts [18] and some reports on colloidal fluids [25], ��t�
for the present hard sphere glass is generally not strain-
factorable. The results (Fig. 1) are in qualitative agreement
with recent step-strain experiments on suspensions of hard-
sphere particles above the glass transition [26]. The ex-
perimental data show a peak and a region of negative slope
in ��1� in accord with our findings [27]. The isotropic
approximation is known to underestimate the effects of
shearing [7]; a fuller treatment might shift the peak in
��1� from � ’ 0:4 closer to the experimental results
[26], which peak at � ’ 0:1. Note also that in the experi-
ments the strain is ramped up over some short finite inter-
val, during which additional plastic rearrangement may
occur. Our general expressions (3)–(5) and (7) should
capture this, although (8) and (9) clearly do not.

To summarize, for interacting Brownian particles ad-
vected by a nonfluctuating shear flow, we have generalized
the integration through transients formalism of Ref. [7] to
address arbitrary far-from-equilibrium, time-dependent
shearing. When complemented with mode-coupling ap-
proximations, this provides a route to calculating time-
dependent averages in the sheared system. To demonstrate
this approach, we have presented a Green-Kubo-type rela-
tion for the shear stress and an equation of motion for the
transient density correlator. MCT closure of these expres-
sions yielded a first-principles constitutive model for the
shear rheology of dense suspensions close to the glass
transition. In step strain, this predicts first a linear regime
followed by plastic deformation of the glass with a maxi-
mum in the long-time stress, as seen experimentally.

We neglected extensional flow, and we assumed a spa-
tially homogeneous strain rate _��t�. Nonetheless, the work
goes far beyond linear response [12]: Applying the theory
to the case of oscillatory shear would predict strain-
dependent storage and loss moduli including ‘‘higher har-
monic’’ contributions [1,28]. Efficient numerical algo-
rithms to tackle the anisotropy and loss of time transla-
tion invariance are under development. The developments
presented here form a secure starting point both for more
complete theories, in which the MCT assumptions might
be partially relaxed (for instance, to address aging behav-
ior), and for schematic models that simplify the algebra but
add extra physics such as anharmonicity, shear thickening,
and jamming [21].
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